


















What are schools signing up for?
By joining the campaign, a school is publicly declaring that they want to be zero carbon by 
2030, and that it wants the UK government to enable schools in the UK to take more action 
on this issue.

To be part of the campaign, schools are expected to be taking action to reduce their carbon 
impact, measuring this where feasible, and have ‘next step’ actions planned for the 
following year. They can indicate the steps they are taking from a checklist on the sign-up 
form. By joining the campaign, schools commit to telling their students, communities and 
suppliers that they are part of Let’s Go Zero and aim to be zero carbon by 2030. We provide 
the Let’s Go Zero logo for schools to do this.

Are schools committing to actually becoming zero carbon?
No. The campaign is about showing an aspiration to be zero carbon. 
It is not currently possible for a UK school to become zero carbon – this is due to current 
finance and estate restrictions.  We hope that through a combination of future finance, 
policy and regulatory changes (as well as a shift in societal expectations and behaviours) it 
will be possible for schools to be zero carbon by 2030.

What is a zero carbon school?
A school that, on its site and through all its activities and procurement, does not contribute 
to climate change through carbon emissions. Key impact areas include energy use, travel, 
waste, water, procurement, food and school grounds.

Who can sign up for the campaign?
Let’s Go Zero is a campaign for schools based in the UK. Any school or educational setting in 
England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland can sign up to the campaign. Sign up can only 
be done by a person with authority. This means the headteacher, a member of the senior 
leadership team or a governor.








